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In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content:
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When Mr. and Mrs. Shinyshoes go off to work, their dog Claude decides it’s time for a vacation and heads to the beach with his best pal, Sir Bobblysock (a sock), and a suitcase full of “all sorts of useful and interesting things.” At the beach, Claude uses a pair of Mr. Shinyshoes’ underpants for a swimsuit (adapted with sticky tape for the diminutive Claude) and spends his time there rescuing a swimmer from a shark (Claude offers the shark a bone baguette instead), building sandcastles with Sir Bobblysock, and setting sail with some pirates to look for treasure. The treasure’s fearsome owner, pirate captain Naughty Nora, is loath to part with it, though, until she spies Claude’s suitcase and its cargo; a trade is made and Claude and Sir Bobblysock return home with a goodly portion of the booty. Smith’s brief text is printed in an approachably large type, though the occasional challenging vocabulary (e.g. “baguette,” “utterly perplexed”) might stretch the abilities of some early readers. There’s a pleasant, cozy humor to the escapades, but the events are so randomly silly and the solutions to problems so overly convenient that the resulting narrative feels more piecemeal than satisfying. Still, Smith’s digitally created art—done in grays, black, and white, with pink and red highlights—has a similarly wacky feel with slightly exaggerated figures and humorous details, such as Sir Bobblysock’s vintage-looking wing-tipped sunglasses. Kids will be particularly tickled by Claude’s polka-dotted underpants/swimsuit, and those who enjoy this title may want to back up and read Claude’s previous two adventures as well.
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Clare’s family has an open secret: her older brother is a violent addict who has been in and out of jail since Clare was five. Clare has compensated by being as perfect as possible, getting good grades, knitting blankets for the homeless, saving for college, and rarely breaking her mother’s strict rules, and she’s determined to remember her brother as a good guy who was in the wrong place at the wrong time. However, when her brother comes home this time, she starts to see him with new eyes, particularly when he gets in trouble again and her mother tries to protect him at Clare’s expense. A dramatic partial memory opens the book, immediately followed by Clare’s description of the skeleton that appears before her in times of stress; what unfolds, however, is not the horror story these tropes suggest but a searching tale of a family torn apart by the addictions and criminal activities of one member. The mother and father are psychologically if maddeningly credible in their denial of the extent of their son’s problems, and Clare’s dawning understanding of how their cover-ups have allowed many people, including herself and her other brother, to be hurt is painful to read. Ultimately, Clare has to come to terms with the fact that no amount of compassion and forgiveness on her part can change her brother, and that her responsibility must be to herself first; that she gradually realizes this through experience rather than through adult supports and guidance relieves the book of any message-y pretense. Instead, there is a subtle coming-of-age arc where she offers to a young boy the kind of tacit compassion that she wishes she had received from her own family, paying forward the good her brother showed her before he went bad.  KC
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